Course Review: Seaside Golf Course
Let’s just get this out of the way quickly: while it’s
a favorite of high-handicapper, let’s-play-golf-whilewe’re-at-the-beach crowd, the Seaside Golf Course
is not very good. Harsh? Maybe. But it’s the truth.
If you’ve never been there, incidentally, just to be
clear, the course is named after the town, not because you can actually see the sea when playing.
Located on the south end of town just off of Avenue
U, the Seaside Golf Course is spread over 58 acres
that borders the Necanicum River, which also has a
few fingers that protrude onto the course here and
there. One of the problems the course faces is that
the Necanicum floods frequently, leaving the course
largely underwater. That doesn’t help maintenance.
The course measures 2623 yards at Par 35, with a
pair of par 5s and three par 3s. Seaside doesn’t take
tee times, so summer rounds can take way too long
when the course is full of happy-go-lucky vacationers. We played on a glorious May day that involved
playing hooky from work, also playing at Manzanita
and The Highlands and eating local seafood both for
lunch and dinner, so despite Seaside Golf Course’s
general mediocrity, we had a very good day.
The most frequent (and accurate) criticism of revolves around the course condition. This is not a
manicured course by any stretch of the imagination.
The flooding doesn’t help, obviously, but that’s not a
full excuse. The grass is a mixture of grass, clover,
dandelions, little white daisy-like flower and assorted other weeds. In other words, much like the grass
in your yard, only mowed lower. There’s little rough
to speak of, as the course is generally mowed to a
uniform level throughout. That’s actually not good,

because while by-and-large the fairways are generously broad, if you do whack one off course, there’s
no rough to slow it down and you’ll generally see
your ball roll over a bank, into a creek or otherwise
off the course. From that standpoint, the course
actually plays a little more difficult than you might
imagine at first blush. And beware, there are lots of
large rocks embedded in the “rough.”
Additionally, Seaside’s greens are small and frequently guarded by large, mature trees — even if
you’ve placed a good shot in the fairway. While we
can appreciate not wanting to cut old growth trees,
good shots should be rewarded in course design,
and that’s not the case here. There are a few bunkers, and the traps could definitely be better maintained. Not only are they flat and unimaginative,
they need more sand! It’s not like sand is a difficult
resource to find in Seaside.
No. 1 is a wide open par 5 that is a good introduction
to the course’s fairways, which aren’t lush and are
frequently spotty. No. 2 is a short par 4 with a large
tree greenside that frequently interrupts an otherwise good hole. No. 3 is a nice tree-shrouded par
3. There’s a pond and a nice scenic bridge amongst
the middle three holes, which are the best three.
Coming home. No. 7 is a blah par 4, No. 8 has a
little character thanks to a narrow fairway and No. 9
is a bit of a challenge as an unusual 200-plus par 3
finishing hole.
We found the staff engaging and friendly. The clubhouse looks, feels and smells old, but it does have a
decent pro shop and a nice restaurant/bar area that
many of the locals swear by.

